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SITUATION OF SENEGALESE METROLOGY

- Métrology Division (DM) is a structure located in Interior Trade Direction which has in charge legal Metrology
- It is represented throughout the country by 13 régional and departmental services
- The legal metrology agents have received administrative training and are graduated from l’École Nationale d’Administration (ENA) with bachelor + 2 and master 2+ 4
SITUATION OF SENEGALESE METROLOGY

- Mission of primitive et périodical verification of instruments measurement which are in the regulated domain
- Macket surveillance (importation procedure of instrument measurement; presence of legal marks of conformity; maximum permissible error on prepackage products
- Focal point of Sénégal in international organization (UEMOA, ECOWAS, SMIIC (metrology committee))
- Mass, volume, electricity, prepackage goods are domains that are covered by Metrology Division
- A graduaded training in Metrology in Yamoussokro is set up by UEMOA (License and Master 2)(3 agents were graduated from this school)
IMPLEMENTATION OF METROLOGY PROJECT

- The Enhanced Integrated Framework is a multilateral initiative of donor countries, the World Bank of the IMF, the CNUCEED, the WTO, the UNDP and observer agencies (UNOD, UNWTO) which help LDCs to better integrate into world trade to support growth, poverty reduction, development and gender equity.
- EIC activities are coordinated and executed by the Executive Secretariat (SE) housed at the WTO.
IMPLEMENTATION OF METROLOGY PROJECT

- **Project title**: Support project for metrological conformity of products and services for trade facilitation Implementing entity (if different from the previous one) UNMOCIR

- **Project duration**: 3 years

- **Estimated project costs**: 2,152,483 USD (1,076,241,500 FCFA) Rate: 1 USD = 500 FCFA

- **Funding expected from the EIF**: 1,500,000 USD (750,000,000 FCFA)

- **Other sources of funding** (government, private sector or development partners SMIIC. uemoa): 957,733. USD

- **Implementation entity**: Metrology Division
IMPLEMENTATION OF METROLOGY PROJECT

CURRENT ACTIONS

- the legal framework is being revised
- a training workshop in NAWI verification and in prepackaged control was organized in April 2019
- a training workshop in volume is planned for March
- laboratory support for accreditation and certification for companies with strong export potential is in progress
- a call for tenders has been awarded for the purchase of equipments (scale, standard weight case and gauge)
- a call for tenders for the purchase of a standard truck for checking bridge scale is in progress
CONSTRAINTS

- Lack of equipment and traceable standards (the legal metrology have received administrative from National school of Administration ENA)
- Needs of traning and capacity building for agents (radar and breathalyzer verification)
- Needs to cover grandeur like pessure and temperature
- Weakness of presence of accredited metrology laboratories (only one laboratory ‘LAME is accredited in masse)
- Lack of graduaded training in senegalese universitites
- Needs to implement a NMI that will conver scientific, industrial and legal metrology
FEW DESIRABLE DOMAINS OF COOPERATION

- Capacity building in the Following domains
  - Mass
  - Temperature
  - Pressure
  - Safety equipment (radar and alcootest)
  - Health measurement equipments
  - Implementation of laboratories of mass, pressure and temperature
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